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Education Reform in Pakistan: Through Popular Demand or
Political Activism?
By Irfan Muzaffar

When worrying about the inadequacy of education
reforms in Pakistan, we are often reminded of Albert
Hirschman who claimed that public organisations needed
political influence (or voice) for improvement in their
performance. If voice is to be regarded as necessary to
bring about reforms in public schools, then the question
of how to inject it in the system naturally assumes
salience in debates about education reforms. The current
responses to this critical question prioritise public
demand for quality education. This position presumes
the presence of demand for education at the level of
households and accounts for its failure to contribute to
voice in terms of the inability of the political system to
aggregate this demand. The political system, it is said,
is failing to articulate and aggregate the widespread
parental demand for quality education, and since the
un-articulated and un-aggregated parental demand
cannot exert adequate pressure on political actors, there
is little improvement in schools. This article suggests
some problems with this logic by examining the
implications of using the supply and demand framework
in the public discourse on education reforms.

There exists a critical distinction between education as
a good/service amenable to laws of demand and supply
and education as a basic right amenable to political
and legal analysis. The latter has assumed greater salience
after the passage of the 18th Constitutional Amendment,
with its declaration of education as a basic right. I use
these distinctions to argue that prioritising “demand”

(its articulation and/or aggregation) is a problematic
route to securing education as a basic right for all
children. The logic of public demand in Pakistan entails
an investigation into the ways in which particular
arguments describe agents (or actors), their (potential)
actions, the purposes and the means, as well as the
scene (or background) which contains them (Burke,
1969).1

Let us begin by setting up the scene. The key features
of the educational scene of Pakistan, both its supply
and demand, are well presented in a policy brief by
Andrabi, Das, and Khwaja (2010). The scene is described
by the supply of drastically inadequate and low quality
public education, a booming but credit constrained
market of private schools, and a strong parental pre-
ference or demand for education. Here, though, demand
is not meant to be an act but rather a desire and
willingness to pay for education. It is seen as merely
existing and playing an instrumental role in the expan-
sion of the market of affordable private schools. In such
a market situation, no one explicitly voices their demand.
Instead, people express it by purchasing the goods and
services offered by particular entrepreneurs. There is
no need or grounds for collective action to access a
good or service. The scene of the market does not
require collective action, but rather, individual choice-
making for its operation.

Thus, the market positions education as a private good
or service, which is in high demand.  This scene needs
neither a demander nor collective public action to fulfill
the demand. Surveys aimed to assess parental pre-
ferences may validate the existence of parental demand
for education, but it is not paradoxical when said
preferences do not turn into a source of public outrage.
The market scene does not offer individuals the position
of a citizen or an activist or a demander in the political
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sense of the term. Rather, it only provides them the
choice to be, at the very best, an informed consumer.2

This, I emphasise again, does not imply political action
but rather an informed choice to consume a particular
good or service.  Political systems do not aggregate
demand — markets do. Demand articulation or agg-
regation is not necessarily about collective political action.
Therefore, when the scene is markets, demand agg-
regation signals nothing more than an objective measure
of total demand for particular goods and services. But
when the scene is democratic politics, demand agg-
regation may signal political action. However, given the
historical neglect in placing value on education as a
scene for enactment of democratic politics in Pakistan,
it is very unlikely that it will. If public education has
rarely ever been a staple of democratic politics, is it not
rather naive to suddenly expect it to be so now?  There
is little scope for political action in this description of
motives. Thus, there is nothing paradoxical if a large
majority of parents do not show up on the streets
demanding quality education for their children.

Let us consider the scene of public schools while still
preserving the notion of education as a public as well
as a private good, now to be supplied by the publicly
funded education system instead of private education
entrepreneurs. In this case, then, we are looking at a
scene that also consists of politicians and public servants.
Let us also assume that the nature of demand for
education is preserved under this transformation from
the private school market to the public education system.
Here we encounter the problem that has been worrying
most policy-oriented thinkers in Pakistan: why does the
demand for education — if it is indeed popular — remain
unarticulated?

The palpable absence of strong public action does indeed
appear to be paradoxical, however, when the anecdotal
as well as survey evidence suggests the presence of a
huge demand for education. If there is incontrovertible
proof of the presence of such high levels of demand for
education across Pakistan — and there is — then why,
the reformers worry, does it continue to simmer under
the thick crust of political inaction? Why are there no

government-shaking eruptions of this huge demand for
education? If there was a way to aggregate the currently
scattered demand and make the politicians more
responsive, the requirement for voice would be fulfilled.
With voice injected into the system, public schools will,
as Hirschman has foretold, improve. Politicians must
somehow be roused into action. However, as I explain
below, the rhetoric of demand articulation may in fact
achieve the opposite.

The reason this rhetoric fails, I argue, is because it casts
the ordinary “citizens” in the role of inarticulate
demanders, and politicians in the role of suppliers of
education. Let me explain why this does not serve the
purpose of injecting voice where it is most needed.  But
before going any further, let me anticipate some probable
objections to casting politicians in the role of suppliers
of education. Given that it is perhaps not accurate to
speak of politicians as the suppliers of educational
services, one could think of them more as those who
could set the service delivery apparatus in motion
through the political means available to them. This
distinction between the supplier and mediator is not
important for the argument in this article and I mention
it here only to indicate that I have bypassed this
distinction to keep things simple. Since politicians are
presumably the target of this demand, assuming them
to be suppliers does not change the structure of the
argument here. Thus, this rhetoric assumes that the
much needed political arm twisting of the public
education departments will become a reality only when
heavy salvos of public demand for education, fired by
disadvantaged parents, will begin to challenge the
politicians. Unless the demand for education is articulated
by these parents, politicians will not seriously attend to
school improvement. Since voice resides in politicians,
and since it is not given a kick-start by the demanders,
the status quo of abysmal failures is unlikely to change.
However, this narrative construes parents as autonomous,
self-contained, rational, and benefit-maximising agents
that they are most likely not.

The worrisome consequence of the logic inherent in
the demand/supply narrative when applied to public
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education is that the disadvantaged parent gets the
beating at both ends, firstly by being already deprived
of quality education for her children and secondly for
inadequately articulating her demand. Actors such as
politicians are also constrained (and enabled) by local
contexts, history, discourses, resources, institutions,
structures, etc.  However, in this simplistic narrative,
they are easily let off the hook simply because they are
seen as passive responders to the public demand.
However, as active politicians, they are, like anywhere
else in the world, seeking re-election.  Here it is pertinent
to invoke the notions of selectorate — the set of people
with a say in choosing leaders and with a prospect of
gaining access to special privileges doled out by the
leaders — and the winning coalition — the subgroup
of the selectorate who maintain the incumbent in office
in exchange for special privileges (Bueno et al., 2003).
Bueno et al. (2003) argue that in the case of authoritarian
states, the size of the selectorate and the winning
coalition is too small.  The implication of this, they
argue, is that what appears to be a bad policy from a
rational standpoint is actually good politics inasmuch as
it helps keep the incumbent in power. I would argue
that what Bueno et al. claim for autocracies also applies
to fledgling democracies such as Pakistan. While the
political office holders in Pakistan are responsive to the
interests of a small winning coalition to keep them in
office, they find it useful to explain their inaction in terms
of a lack of pressure on them from their constituents to
improve the performance of public sector schools (Bari,
2011).

One way out of this dilemma is to work on the actors
on both ends, i.e. by helping both the citizens to demand
better and the politicians to recognise that educating
the masses is in their own self-interest. This approach
then introduces another actor into the scene who
occupies the position of neither the citizen nor the
politician but a mentor of sorts for both. The trouble
with this approach is that it seeks to change the attitudes
and behaviours of the potential demander and the
potential responder to the demand without changing
the objective conditions which enabled their existing
apathies in the first place.  As I write this, I am aware of

some innovative interventions that attempt to help
citizens articulate their demand for education and also
help politicians and political parties become more
responsive to them.  We stand to learn a great deal about
their effects with time.

Another way out of this dilemma is to help politicians
develop what is called enlightened self-interest. This
involves reminding them that the positive externalities
that follow from quality education for all citizens would
eventually work in favour of their own interests in the
longer run, and that education for all is a win-win
situation. Similar arguments were used by the reformers
advocating universal education in the Western countries.
While true, it remains a long shot nevertheless. In the
near term, politicians' children are not likely to attend
the same schools as the children of our disadvantaged
parent/inarticulate demander. The demander and the
so-called responder live and operate in two mutually
exclusive spheres of existence. The crucial common
denominator that these different spheres lack is the “to-
be-educated-children”. It is unlikely that the children of
politicians will attend public schools. We need to grasp
the significance of this fait accompli. What motivation
can there be on the part of politicians, or the elite in
general, to think about the education of other children,
if not either charity (a religious motivation) or an
enlightened self-interest (a political motivation)? There
is enough, actually a lot, of the former, as exemplified
by the foundations of many sorts in Pakistan — those
that actually run the schools. But there is too little
evidence of the latter. The question then is, why are the
elite not motivated enough to think of mass education
as a huge self-interest issue? What is the specific aspect
of our political economy that enables this absence of
“enlightened self-interest”? These questions cannot be
answered by simply providing awareness about the
importance of education to politicians.  It is also unlikely
that the objective conditions that have dumbed the
voices of the “inarticulate” would change through time-
bound interventions aimed at making them more
articulate.

Finally, I raise the issue of a distinction between education
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as a good/service and education as a basic right to
reflect on the irrelevance of the idea of public demand
to the reforms in public sector schools. The former view
lends education for analysis in demand and supply terms
but the latter leads us to view the problem of education
in political and legal, rather than economic, terms.  It is
mutually contradictory to speak of education, in the
same breath, as a basic right that must be guaranteed
irrespective of the individual circumstances — and as a
good/service that is procured in accordance with the
individual circumstance. If it has been secured as a
( justiciable) basic right, then we should not expect the
public to demand it. Rather, we should expect the legal
and executive branches of the state to “protect” it.  Basic
rights are not supplied. They are demanded as long as
they have not been constitutionally secured. After they
have been politically secured, it makes no sense to look
for their demand. Rather, the activism should focus more
on finding legal and political ways of ensuring that the
constitutional provisions are delivered in their letter and
spirit. Therefore, it is possible that when we invest our
energies in stimulating demand by “poor” parents, we
move in the wrong direction.

To recapitulate, I have briefly argued that the logic of
demand and supply works best when the scene is market
and parents are autonomous, self-contained, agentive,
and individualistic consumers. But when the scene is
described by the constitution of the state and when
education is a basic right, the logic of public demand
and its articulation is not as relevant. Basic rights are not
goods, and politicians not suppliers. Once secured
constitutionally, rights are no longer to be demanded,
they are to be guaranteed and protected, just like any
other provision of the constitution. The phrase “demand
for basic rights” typically finds expression in those
situations in which those rights are not yet secured.
Would it not sound contradictory to speak about
education as a “right” — which requires activism aimed
at its protection through political and legal guarantees
— and a “good/service” — which is subject to the logic
of demand and supply — in the same breath? What
happens when, in our rhetoric, politicians implicitly
assume the subject position of suppliers? It is only when

they assume that subject position that they can turn
around and tell us, “Look, no one is knocking at our
doors, so what do we do?” This response is appropriate
if they are positioned as suppliers of education, but not
appropriate if they are positioned as protectors of basic
rights guaranteed by the constitution. Once positioned
as protectors of basic rights they, as well as the institutions
of state in general, need to be held accountable
irrespective of demand or its aggregates. The focus of
analysis and action doesn't have to be on whether there
is (or isn't) enough demand for education and whether
or not it is articulated or aggregated.  The 18th Amendment
provides the reformers with a single point agenda: make
the state, its various institutions, and the political guardians
of the Constitution accountable for securing the provisions
of the Constitution.3 This requires a concerted, and
focused, campaign by the influential elites, civil society
organisations, and the media. I have emphasised “in-
fluential” in the preceding sentence because it is a bit of
a stretch to expect disadvantaged parents to collectively
voice their demand for education.  Some will argue that
when people can mobilise to demand freedom and the
rule of law, then why is it a stretch to expect the same
for education? Such an objection assumes congruence
between the (abstract) notions of freedom and education
as potential motivators for political action. While there
is ample historical evidence for the former as a motivator
of political action, there is little for the latter.4 Finally, by
way of a positive proposal, I would like to follow Amartya
Sen and Jean Drèze in saying that education is not a
sufficiently political issue (1999). Sen and Drèze were
concerned with this political deficit regarding education
in India. As they put it:

There is no question that, even in a country as
poor as India, means can be found to ensure
universal attainment of literacy and other basic
educational achievements, at least in the younger
age groups. There are important strategic ques-
tions to consider in implementing that social
commitment, but the primary challenge is to make
it a more compelling political issue. (p. 139)

Sen and Dreze argue that such was not the case in the
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pre-independence political movements, and they find
it “somewhat puzzling…the promotion of education
has received so little attention from the social and political
leaders in the post-independence period” (p. 110). This
deficit is even more pronounced in the case of Pakistan.
Given the relatively small size of the winning coalition
of our political office holders, there is little incentive for
them to develop and implement sound policies to deliver
quality education to the poorer segments of Pakistani society.

Finally, this brings us to the need for a robust public
domain in Pakistan. The political debates about proposals
that seek to preserve public interest, as defined by the
constitution, ought to occur in a robust public domain
(Marquand, 2004). As Marquand puts it:

Public domain is both priceless and precarious — a
gift of the history, which is always at risk. It can take
shape only in a society in which the notion of a public
interest, distinct from private interests, has taken
root; and, historically speaking, such societies are
rare breeds. Its values and practices also do not come
naturally, and have to be learned. Where the private
domain of love, friendship and personal connection
and the market domain of buying and selling are the
products of nature, the public domain depends on
careful and continuing nurture. (p. 2)

It is this public domain that needs articulation and
cultivation in Pakistan a lot more than public demand,
for it is in the former that the latter finds genuine
expression.
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Notes
1As Kenneth Burke puts it: “Any complete statement about motives
will offer some kind of answers to these five questions: what was
done (act), when or where it was done (scene), who did it (agent),
how he did it (agency), and why (purpose)” (1969, p. 15).
2Some may argue that the conception of market I am using here
belongs to the neo-classical or the Walrasian conception of the
market and that within the field of “political economy”, voter
preferences, collective action, and political demand articulation are
considered important determinants of the delivery of public goods
and services. Caution, however, is needed in using the political
economic models concerning the behaviour of voter-consumer
developed in liberal democratic contexts to think about the problems
of education in countries with different political arrangements.
See, for example: Gladstein, M., Justman, M., & Meier, V. (2004).
The political economy of education. Cambridge, MA: MIT Press.
3For a few examples of how legal cases have been advanced through
public litigation see http://just-questions.com/category/court-
decisionseducation/
4As an aside, some have even argued in personal correspondences
with the author that higher literacy in the Arab world has played
a significant role in fomenting the so-called “Arab Spring”.


